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The added language features and library functions of Clipper 5.01 can certainly simplify the task of day-to-day database programming. Case in point: 

the other day I needed a record-copy routine that I've always felt should be a part of the standard xBase command set. I needed to copy the field 

values from a record in one database to a pre-existing record in another database. Prior to Clipper 5.01, this task could only be handled using macro 
expansion. 

 

Using workarea pointers and the functions FieldPos(),  FieldGet(),  and FieldPut(),  I wrote a generic procedure called dbCopyRec() to copy data 

from the current record of one workarea to the current record of another. This new workarea pointer feature of Clipper 5.01 allows a parenthesis-

enclosed character or numeric value to operate as an alias, as in: 

 
( nArea ) -> myfield 
 
As for the functions, FieldPos() returns the ordinal position of a field in the current workarea when passed the field's name. Conversely FieldGet() 

retrieves the value of a field when passed the field's ordinal position. Finally, FieldPut() accepts an ordinal field position and a value of the 

appropriate data type, and replaces it to the field specified with the value passed. 

 
I wrote dbCopyRec() with several temporary variables, but only one temporary variable is really required. 
 
/* DBCOPYRE.PRG - Copy record to other work area 
 
SYNTAX: fromAlias -> ( dbCopyRec( "toAlias" ) ) COM PILE WITH /n */ 
 
 
PROCEDURE dbCopyRec( cTo )  
   LOCAL i, xTmp, cFld, nPos   // Each field in "fr om" database  
   FOR i:= 1 To FCount()  
       cFld: = FieldName ( i ) // Get i th field's name  
       xTmp:= FieldGet ( i ) // Get its value  
       nPos:= ( cTo ) -> ( FieldPos( cFld )) // Get  field pos in "to" workarea  
       IF nPos > 0 // If field in "to" workarea 
          ( cTo ) -> ( FieldPut ( nPos, xTmp ) ) //  Replace "to" field  
       ENDIF  
   NEXT  
RETURN 
 
// EOF 
 

Once dbCopyRec() was written, I decided to create a user-defined command (UDC), COPY RECORD, to make it simple and more xBase-like to use.  

 

You may want to place a command like this into a header file to #INCLUDE in all of your applications. Of course, using this command requires that 
you compile and link dbCopyRec() into your application in a library of your favorite subroutines. 

 

The COPY RECORD command directive is shown below with an example. Note that the clauses FROM and TO are defined as optional, but not because 

they are--they must be defined as optional to allow either clause to be specified first. 
 
#command COPY RECORD [FROM ] [TO]; =>; -> ( dbCopyR ec ( <"to"> ) ) 
 
// Assume two open database:  
// ORDERS.DBF and VOIDED.DBF  
// Assume "nOrdNo" contains order  
// number to void 
 
SELECT orders // Select the "ORDERS" workarea  
SEEK nOrdNO   // Find order to void 
              // Use dbCopyRec () to xfer data  
 
COPY RECORD TO voided FROM orders DELETE // Remove the record 
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